
All roles are open to gender-neutral/non-gender-specific casting, though Richard should be 
presented as male.  
 
Richard The duke of Gloucester. Younger brother of King Edward and George, duke of 
Clarence. Deformed from birth. A warrior and master manipulator. Non-singing role 
 
Queen Margaret The queen before King Edward. Exiled before the start of the play, Margaret 
lost her husband, son, and allies to Richard and his brothers. A prophetess and powerful leader. 
Double cast as Richmond. Can be singing or non-singing 
 
Buckingham Richard’s right-hand man and steadfast ally for most of the play. Not without 
morals. A cunning and creative performer and public speaker. Double cast as Clarence. Can be 
singing or non-singing 
 
Queen Elizabeth Queen of England before Richard. King Edward’s wife. Her children are 
Rivers and Dorset from a previous marriage, and young Edward, young York, and young 
Elizabeth from King Edward. A passionate and determined ruler.  Double cast, TBD. Can be 
singing or non-singing 
 
Lady Anne The former Princess of Wales. Widowed by Richard, who killed her husband 
(Queen Margaret’s son) and her father-in-law (King Henry VI). A fiery and righteous woman. 
Double cast, TBD. Can be singing or non-singing 
 
Clarence George, Duke of Clarence. Middle brother of King Edward and Richard. A pious and 
silver-tongued leader. Sentenced to death by King Edward because of a prophecy. Double cast as 
Buckingham. Can be singing or non-singing 
 
Duchess of York Richard’s mother, and friend to Queen Elizabeth and Lady Anne. Has always 
believed Richard to be evil. A self-righteous and maternal character. Double cast, TBD. Can be 
singing or non-singing  
 
King Edward Queen Elizabeth’s husband and older brother of Clarence and Richard. Had a 
violent past, but tries to make peace in his kingdom before his death. Double cast, TBD (likely 
Tyrrell). Preferably singing 
 
Catesby Richard’s manservant. More determined to be helpful than loyal. Double cast, TBD. 
Preferably singing 
 
 



Richmond Future King Henry VII, grandfather of Queen Elizabeth I (who ruled during 
Shakespeare’s time). A beacon of hope and prosperity, who treats all with respect and eventually 
defeats Richard in battle. Double cast as Queen Margaret. Can be singing or non-singing 
 
Hastings A lord. Allies with Queen Elizabeth. Fiercely loyal and against Richard’s ascension to 
power. Double cast, TBD. Preferably singing 
 
Rivers, Dorset, Grey Sons and allies of Queen Elizabeth. Rivers and Grey have been combined 
into one role. All sentenced to death by Richard. Preferably singing  
 
The Princes Young Prince Edward and young Richard, Duke of York, sons of Queen Elizabeth 
and King Edward. Prince Edward is set to become king after his father’s death. Both are 
murdered by Richard. Non-singing  
 
Ensemble Roles 
 
Two Murderers Two people sent to kill Clarence in the Tower of London. Comedic. Preferably 
singing 
 
Tyrrell An assassin hired by Richard to kill the young Princes in the Tower of London when 
none else will do it. Preferably singing 
 
Stanley True ally of Richmond, which helps lead to Richard’s downfall. Preferably singing 
 
Ratcliffe Another of Richard’s servants/assistants. Preferably singing 
 
Messengers, Citizens, and More 


